OBJECTIVES

The objective of the Interreg MED Green Growth community is to promote sustainable growth in the Mediterranean area by fostering innovative concepts and practices.

The Community supports through the implementation of the interventions in green growth, the social integration. Thus, via an integrated and territorially based cooperation approach and a stronger transnational cooperation between stakeholders.

BENEFICIARIES

According to the quadruple helix – Public authorities, businesses, research bodies and the civil society.

- Public authorities: public institutions on national, regional and local level;
- Businesses: key target groups are SMEs and structures accompanying them, public authorities, and research structures; business support organizations;
- Research bodies: research organizations;
- Civil society: NGOs, thematic networks, international organizations, EGTC.

LOCATION

- Albania
- Bosnia Herzegovina
- Croatia
- Cyprus
- France
- Greece
- Italy
- Malta
- Montenegro
- Portugal
- Slovenia
- Spain
- United Kingdom

DURATION

40 months; started in April 2019 – end by July 2022

TOTAL COST

€ 34,177,024,00
INTERREG MED GREEN GROWTH COMMUNITY

ACTIONS

- Structuring and disseminating a sound message based on the results of the projects for the entire MED community and beyond
- Providing the framework to develop synergies and bring together stakeholders from the quadruple helix (public authorities, industry, academia and civil society) to reinforce dialogue and knowledge exchange on green growth;
- Collaborating with external stakeholders and EU projects working in the same field at national, Mediterranean and European level to ensure transnational dissemination and transferability;
- Reaching broader audiences exploiting various communication channels especially via social media tools;
- Approaching business actors that can build and invest on the ideas emerging from the projects.

EXPECTED RESULTS

- Strengthening research, technological development and innovation;
- Improving the innovation capacities, competitiveness and internationalization of SMEs confronted to international competition through thematic transnational events;
- Improving cooperation between stakeholders of the quadruple helix (especially between research and businesses) by bridging with actors beyond MED communities and through thematic Working Groups;
- Strengthening green growth sectors representing important jobs potential through the following tools: transfer of results, integration of tools/results into local policies and/or regulatory framework, transfer actions.

PROMOTER

EU funded Interreg MED programme - Managing Authority/Joint Secretariat.

PARTNERS

- The national co-financing includes private or public financing that is attributed to each organisation according to national rules of the participating in the Interreg MED Programme countries.

CONTRIBUTION

85% co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund within the Interreg MED Programme, 15% national co-financing by partner organisations (100% funded)

Contact details

Union for the Mediterranean
+ 34 93 521 41 61
water@ufmsecretariat.org
https://ufmsecretariat.org/what-we-do/water-environment/